How oil coolers improve elevator performance
Tech tip 13

During operation, oil is pumped through hydraulic components such
as jacks, control valves and rupture valves. Even the elbows and
the oil lines themselves contribute to oil heating. Remote machine
rooms add more distance and bends in the line and therefore add
more friction.
The elevator is a factor as well - the more often an elevator runs
and the more weight it carries, the hotter the oil gets. If the rails are
poorly installed and the car does not ride smoothly in the shaft, that
produces friction which in turn produces heat.
Holeless applications generally run hotter than borehole applications,
because the jack or jacks do not get the benefit of being buried in the
ground which is a natural coolant (average underground temperatures
are typically 50° - 55° F in temperate North America).
How does hot oil effect a hydraulic system?
When the oil in your hydraulic system becomes too hot, its viscosity
decreases. Elevator performance degrades - the valves act erratically
and produce an irregular ride. Thermal cutouts can cause shutdowns.
Furthermore, high oil temperatures cause seals and other elevator
components to deteriorate prematurely, leading to more repairs and
frequent downtime.
What real-life conditions typically produce hot oil?
It’s not easy to predict during the design stage if an installation is
prone to a hot oil condition. However, there are some indicators that
show possible problems.
Elevator design is a prime issue. Twin jack holeless elevators with 2 or
3-stage telescopic jacks are prone to generate a hot oil condition.
Installation quality can cause oil heating. For instance, the adjustment of the control valve (i.e. time/distance of leveling speed) can
contribute to the flow of the oil and its heating. Rails that are not installed plumb may cause binding during travel and produce additional
friction. Multiple 90° elbows in the line will produce more stress and
heat.

Usage is another determiner. The more the car is used fully loaded,
the more friction is generated. The more slow downs/stops it makes,
the more friction is produced through the control valve.
How does an oil cooler work and what are the benefits?
A quality oil cooler (such as the MEI
10248 shown here) addresses hot oil
problems by continuously monitoring the oil temperature. When the oil
temperature in the reservoir reaches
a preset limit, the oil cooler begins to
circulate oil from the reservoir through
its radiator. This reduces oil temperature by as much as 40°F depending on
site conditions.
Because the oil cooler operates
independently of your elevator
system, the oil can be circulating and
cooling when the car is not moving.
This keeps the oil at a lower average
temperature. The resulting improvement in elevator performance, reliability, and component life can
have a significant effect on elevator traffic handling and customer
satisfaction.
As an added feature, a good oil cooler also filters the oil as it flows,
resulting in longer life for hydraulic system components.
Is an oil cooler needed for your installation?
If the answer is YES to three or more of the questions below, the
hydraulic system on your elevator may need an oil cooler.
Does the oil temperature for your elevator average over 115° F?
Does the elevator have more than 50 starts per hour for 6 hours out
of 24?
Does the elevator carry 50% or more of the rated load 40 times per
hour for more than 1 hour out of 24?
Is the elevator a holeless elevator (in other words - is the elevator’s
hydraulic jack sitting entirely in the hoistway)?
Does the elevator total travel exceed 25 feet?
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Hot oil is caused by the friction of pushing oil through a hydraulic
system. The motion of the oil creates friction which, in turn, produces
heat. (Surprisingly, the size or horsepower of the pump’s motor is not
a major contributor to oil heating.)

Oil cooler by Minnesota Elevator - components CSA certified
Part
Number

Description

MEI-10248

Oil cooler, with filter

The MEI Oil Cooler reduces the oil temperature by nearly 40° F • 22° C, (depending on site
conditions). The cooler also filters the oil which results in smoother stops and starts,
improved levelling and extended component life. The oil cooler can be mounted directly or
remotely.
Remote installations should not exceed 110 ft • 33.5 m horizontal or 55 ft • 17.5 m vertical
from tank.

Silencer by Minnesota Elevator
Part
Number
MEI-19317
		
MEI-19319
		

Description
Silencer, 220 max. GPM, fits 2 x 2 in. grooved coupling
13-1/4 L x 4-5/8 in. O.D., 28 lbs., rated to 1000 PSI
Silencer, 360 max. GPM, fits 2-1/2 x 3 in. grooved coupling,
13-1/4 L x 4-5/8 in. O.D., 28 lbs., rated to 1000 PSI

The MEI Silencer uses a bladder system with air pressure to reduce excessive noise that may
be generated by a hydraulic system.
Pipe stands - adjustable to 22” height

	PIPE22-15	Pipe stand
	PIPE22-2	Pipe stand
	PIPE22-25	Pipe stand
	PIPE22-3	Pipe stand

Pipe
Trade Size
1-1/2
2
2-1/2
3
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